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The Return of the God of War [The Protector]
Chapter 2968

“Yes, no one believes that it may cause trouble! By then, our safe island will not be
activated!”

Hong Qingcang also agreed.

At this time, Doctor Dark stood up: “I will confess, right? At the last moment, it can be
regarded as your innocence! You go right away!”

Soon, Daxia’s fastest Jinpeng fighter arrived.

This is Daxia’s fastest fighter!

Abandoning the function of attack and transportation, all efforts are only for speed.

Levi Garrison and God’s Brain set off immediately.

Disappeared instantly.

“Quick! Quick, quick! Give me the fastest speed! Don’t be afraid of accidents! I will protect
you!”

Levi Garrison immediately ordered.

The driver was aware of the seriousness of the matter, and was willing to fight it out.

Ignore all obstacles and come up with the fastest speed!

The brain of God hurriedly inspected the specific locations of the two aircraft.

“According to time, we still have a chance!”
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The way of God’s brain excited.

Levi Garrison breathed a sigh of relief.

That’s good!

Just give him a little time, he can definitely stop it!

fine!

Everything has a chance!

The tense atmosphere spread among the fighters.No! I have to ask for help!”

Levi Garrison immediately contacted the Black Hawk agent.

Agent Black Hawk just wanted to ridicule Levi Garrison and asked why he secretly took
Doctor Dark away.

In the end, Levi Garrison said directly: “It’s too late to explain! Their revenge has begun! It will
be less than three hours! I will give you the location! See if you can arrive faster! Stop it!”

Upon hearing Levi Garrison’s words, Agent Black Hawk’s face changed drastically.

He realized the seriousness of the matter!

“Okay, you send me all the information! I’ll prepare it!”

Agent Black Hawk immediately said.

After Levi Garrison sent everything over.

The Black Hawk agent immediately asked: “Can it be locked with a super weapon? Just kill
it?”
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God’s brain shook his head: “No! To prevent this situation from being discovered! I made the
settings specially! Not being tracked and locked! Tracking and locking is also a false target!
And the route it walks is erratic! Even I can’t be specific. Catch! Not to mention other people!

The position you captured may also be false, or even delayed! I also blame my settings for
being too complicated. I racked my brains and imagined any way to block it, and then set it
up the other way around! “
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